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0.8in.Clay Whistle held to sanity by strength of will. She had three days only to live in this
Middleworld, to taste the sweetness of chocolate, to hear the music of the morning bird, to smell the
heady perfume of flowers, touch the female fertility of earththree days to find meaning in life. She
thought often of Zactun Na, The City Of The White Stone House, of her friend, Half Coat. She
thought of her sister, Thirteen Moon, and there was comfort in the knowledge that the blood of
their lineage would be passed on through her child. But most often, Clay Whistle thought of the
island. In her mind she fled the enclosing walls of her stone chambers at Tikal to soar free on the
wings of a Red-tailed Hawk. With her heart she rose high above mist that clung like white gauze to
the verdant green hills of the highlands, then wheeled to ride a swift carpet of warm wind over
white beaches and across the blue-green tidal inlet that led home. She lived in two worlds, nowin
the present, clinging to the vibrant texture of...
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Reviews
This book can be worthy of a read, and much better than other. It usually fails to charge a lot of. I realized this publication from my dad and i encouraged
this pdf to understand.
-- Pr of. Flo Cr uicksha nk DDS
Here is the very best book i have study until now. It is rally fascinating throgh looking at period of time. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- Dr . B la z e Runolfsson IV
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